
SIMPLY ROGUE - REBRAND

CASE STUDY



Simply Rogue is a barber shop in Darlington, North 
East of England. Offering a premium service to 
gentlemen they are proud of their 5* review status.

An already established brand, with a large following of 
loyal customers they felt it was time to update their 
brand identity to align with the direction, goals and 
culture the brand had grown in to.

Simply Rogue has a store, a range of branded 
products and with the scope of offering branded 
apparel. 

WHO



Looking to refine the existing brand, developing a 
simplified & cleaner brand identity to align better with 
the feel & culture of the brand. 

The style of the business had evolved since the brand 
was created. What started as a ‘Peaky Blinder’ esce 
barber shop, where staff wore flat caps & trousers, it 
had now evolved into a more urban, street theme with 
combats and baggy tees. They needed the identity to 
match this to help hit their future goals & ambitions.

BRIEF



STRATEGY
The most important part! Setting the 
direction & the foundations for a strong 
identity to be built from.

We started with an in-depth brand 
strategy session. In this season we went 
through several activities where we set 
the direction of the brand going forward, 
finding out exactly what ‘Simply Rogue’ 
was, stood for & believed in. 

We set brand values, defined the culture 
and wrote the mission statement. 

This session alone allowed Ross (owner) 
to clearly see where he was taking the 
business, the goals he wanted to achieve 
& what he needed to do. 
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BRAND 
GUIDELINES
We developed in-depth brand guidelines 
to allow all staff, designers & people 
involved with the brand in the future are 
aligned. 

This document details everything from 
the values & culture of the brand to logo, 
colour & font usage. 

I very valuable asset to have for ambitious 
or established brands to have & use. 
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“So I decided to go for a full re-brand of my business. I didn’t actually 
know what that entailed until Brad showed me. We had numerous 
meetings digging into the purpose of the business and what values I held 
personally and professionally. This whole process that Brad introduced to 
me actually opened my eyes and gave me new focus on what and how I 
wanted to do, those meetings alone were Hugely beneficial.

From those meetings Brad got to know me and the business and from 
there went to work.

He came back with a complete brand pack of numerous logos with 
variations, guidelines for future employees and so much more.

From the off he went above and beyond what I expected from him and 
he’s actually given me the tools to build an empire.

Could not recommend him more , we work together on numerous things 
now and he continues to deliver with everything.

This company will help your business , fact !”
FEEDBACK
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